"You can write about anything you like," an economics professor once told me as he explained the term-paper assignment, "as long as it's not about the stock market." Economists were famous for saying silly things about stocks, he said. It's better just to avoid the whole subject.
N. Gregory Mankiw 1
In the late 1990s, the US stock market took off, leaving conventional valuation benchmarks such as dividend yields or P/E ratios very far from historical averages. While recent turbulence in equity markets has brought market values down notably from their peaks, the market value of U.S. firms remained very high relative to valuation benchmarks through 2001.
Several recent analyses have suggested that the old benchmarks no longer apply because the US economy has entered a period of faster growth and lower required returns -two changes that imply a large run-up in equity markets in the familiar Gordon (1962) growth model. This paper considers such shifts in "fundamentals" in a standard dynamic general-equilibrium model with production and concludes that consideration of general equilibrium and production decisions alters -quantitatively and qualitatively -the ability of faster growth prospects or declining equity premiums to explain the run-up in the market value of firms. This conclusion arises because faster growth prospects do not increase the ratio of market value to output in a production economy (in contrast to the Gordon model result). A decline in the required return to equity or the equity premium provides much less boost to asset prices in the production economy, and under some conditions no boost to equity values whatsoever. 1 In Fortune, November 8, 1999: "The Dow Will Hit 36,000! (Someday)"
In the Gordon growth model, the stock price equals the present discounted value of dividends. Discussions applying this model to the aggregate stock market -and there are manyassume that a number of important variables that determine the market value of firms are exogenous. For example, previous research has typically assumed that any changes in the growth rate of earnings, the return to equity or risk-free assets, or the dividend share of earnings occur independently of each other. These discussions may be misleading because these variables are not exogenous parameters; rather, the interaction of savings and investment opportunities and the pace of technological progress jointly determine these variables.
The model presented in this paper, a general-equilibrium model with non-expected utility preferences, is familiar to most economists and provides a framework in which to think about the links between technology, investment and asset markets. However, the model has not been used in discussions of how shifts in technology, preferences or risk affect equity values (with a few exceptions since the working paper version of this analysis first appeared, notably McGrattan and Prescott (2001) ). In part, this may reflect the tendency of models used in finance applications to ignore macroeconomic issues of savings and investment or general-equilibrium effects more broadly. For example, the production-or investment-based asset-pricing model of Cochrane (1991 Cochrane ( , 1996 notes that arbitrage considerations imply that the return to investment in equities should equal the return to investment in physical capital. Therefore, a decline in the required return to equity should be associated with an increase in investment (which lowers the return to physical capital with short-run decreasing returns). Such an investment effect will be considered below and found wanting in the data of the late 1990s. More importantly, the generalequilibrium model will consider how changes in fundamentals lead to shifts in typical valuation benchmarks -such as the dividend-price ratio -once the joint determination of asset prices, dividends, investment and savings are explicitly modeled. For example, a lower required return to equity may lower the dividend-price ratio, a well-known Gordon growth model result, but this decline may occur in part because dividends fall, and hence the degree to which equity prices may justifiably rise following such a shift is more muted in general equilibrium. The recent examination of the effects of the demographic shifts associated with the baby boom by Abel (2000) in an overlapping-generations general-equilibrium model is an example of the generalequilibrium approach taken below.
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Another factor that may have dissuaded economists from analyzing the market value of firms using the approach adopted herein can be gleaned from the opening quote: It is inherently difficult to tie high-frequency movements in equity markets to observable fundamentals and therefore economists avoid talking about the stock market. The exercises below will illustrate the implications of unobserved shifts in fundamentals for the economy beyond equity markets by considering a general-equilibrium model of production; the discussion of these auxiliary implications should prove useful in any attempt to gauge the plausibility of different hypotheses regarding how shifts in required returns or increases in growth affect the market value of firms.
Finally, one provocative recent explanation offered in Hall (2001) attributes the run-up in the market value of firms to a surge in the accumulated stock of intangible capital (where such capital reflects the value of business practices, intellectual capital, or other investments that are not measured in physical capital). This idea has a ring of plausibility, and ongoing research efforts have attempted to further examine how well intangible investments help explain the late 1990s boom in equity values. However, some studies (e.g., Bond and Cummins (2000) and Cummins (2002) ) have suggested that any increase in intangible investment has been much too modest to explain the recent behavior of the stock market (both on the upswing and downswing).
Given these controversies, the analysis herein focuses on the plausibility of stories derived from the Gordon growth model and the alternative implications of changing growth rates or required returns that come from a simple general-equilibrium model.
Section 1 discusses recent research that has examined the market value of firms in the Gordon growth model and other approaches. Section 2 presents the model with production, and section 3 presents the model solution and discusses the link between this model and the Lucas (1978) asset-pricing model. Section 4 discusses how shifts in preferences, technology and risk affect the market value of firms in the different models.
Recent Research on the Market Value of Firms
A brief review of recent experience is useful to set the stage. Figure 1 Figure 2 graphs the market value of firms in the business sector and the current cost physical capital stock held by the business sector over the postwar period (in real terms, deflated by the Consumer Price Index with a base year of 2000), along with their ratio (Tobin's Q) in the bottom panel. 5 In 1990, the ratio of market value to physical capital equaled its postwar average (over 1948-1995) . By 1999, this ratio had risen to nearly 2-1/2 times its historical average, far beyond any other such deviation, and the weakness in equity values in 2000 brought Q down to 2 times its historical average. (The value in 2001 cannot be computed because capital stock data for that year is unavailable, but equity price movements since 2000 imply that Q has fallen further). The unprecedented divergence of the market value of firms from valuation benchmarks is the stylized fact examined in the models below.
Most recent discussions of the surge in the market value of firms in the 1990s have used 4 Actually, complications in the tax code make the relationship a bit more complex, but the changes in the tax code in the last five years are not significant enough to explain the surge in equity markets, and I follow other authors (e.g., Hall (2001) , Smithers and Wright (1999) and McGrattan and Prescott (2001) ) in ignoring taxes. 5 The data on output, investment, and capital stocks used in this study cover the business sector of the US economy. The value of the financial securities issued by the business sector is taken from the Flow of Funds accounts of the Federal Reserve Board. The market value of firms equals the market value of outstanding equities plus the value of financial liabilities less financial assets. Alternatives to the CPI as the deflator do not alter the results discussed. The same deflator should be used when comparing the value of physical capital and the market value of firms in order to ensure that movements in the deflated series capture movements in real terms measured in common units. The choice of deflator is unimportant for movements in Q (because it is a ratio). Of course, for other issues it is very important to keep track of relative prices and hence employ the information in the national accounts on relative price movements. For a simple example where such effects are important and references to some related literature, see Kiley (2001b) , which provides an analysis of the contribution of rapid technological advance in the high-tech equipment-making sector to aggregate economic growth.
the standard present value relation equating the market value of firms (V) to the present discounted value of dividends (D) -the Gordon (1962) 
where r is the discount rate (which is assumed to be constant). Equating the market value of firms to the present discounted value of dividends ignores debt; most commentators have taken the more narrow view and focused solely on the equity value of firms. Below, I will examine the market value of firms including debt when I consider the implications of parameter changes in a standard general-equilibrium model, and I will henceforth abuse language and interchangeably refer to the market value of firms and equity values. This focus seems appropriate given the overall run-up in the market value of firms documented in figure 2.
A particularly simple version of the Gordon growth model assumes that D grows at a constant rate g, in which case
and the dividend-price ratio is given by
It is also of interest to consider the earnings-price ratio implied by this model because, especially in recent years, firms have turned to alternative means of "paying dividends", such as share repurchases (e.g., Liang and Sharpe (1999) ), that do not show up in dividend measures and hence distort the dividend-price ratio. The change in earnings equals the required return multiplied by reinvested earnings
Dividing both sides by earnings, inserting the equality between earnings growth and dividend growth (in the long run) yields the equilibrium dividend-payout ratio, which implies the earningsprice ratio is
According to these formulas, the dividend-price ratio is a decreasing function of the growth rate of dividends and an increasing function of the required return to equity, and the earnings-price ratio equals the return to equity. Over the 1948 to 1994 period, the average ex poste real return to equity was 8.6 percent and the average earnings-price ratio was 8.6 percentin line with the model prediction.
Recent earnings-price ratios have been below these averages: As discussed previously in figure 1 , trend earnings have been near or at historic lows relative to prices. The high level of equity prices relative to dividends and earnings -combined with the high value of Tobin's Q shown in figure 2 -has led numerous commentators and academics to ask whether equity markets are overvalued or if the old yardsticks no longer apply. Perhaps the phrase most typically associated with this debate is "irrational exuberance", a phrase claimed by Shiller (2000) in his presentation of a range of psychological factors that may explain an irrational bubble in asset prices. Campbell and Shiller (1998) present much of the quantitative analysis behind Shiller's concerns -in particular, that a low dividend-price ratio is a signal that equities are overvalued and that the medium-term outlook for equity returns is poor. This conclusion follows from a careful analysis that shows how previous episodes with below average dividendprice ratios have been followed by mean reversion in this ratio. Further, they demonstrate that this mean reversion arises from an adjustment in prices, not dividends, implying that a low value for D/V leads to below average increases in equity values. Heaton and Lucas (1999) consider whether changes in fundamentals such as stock market participation, risk aversion, or time preference may have lowered the required return to equity and resulted in a lower equilibrium level of the dividend-price or earnings-price ratio; overall, they conclude that even large changes in these parameters can explain at most half of the decreased ratio of dividends to equity prices -again suggesting some bubble component. The analysis of Heaton and Lucas is similar to that below in that these authors employ a generalequilibrium model; however, the model they consider is of an endowment economy (i.e., an economy with an exogenous output and dividend stream), so Heaton and Lucas do not examine the implications of changing fundamentals on production and investment, which will be important below. The analysis in a production economy will illustrate how investment, dividends and returns react to shifts in fundamentals, considerations absent from the analysis in earlier work.
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Other research has suggested that the current low value of the dividend-price ratio does not signal overvaluation of equities. Siegel (1999) suggests that the required return to equity may have fallen from its historic average of 9 percent because new technologies in financial services have lowered transaction costs. He suggests that the return to investors historically has been close to 5 percent--with the difference from the 9 percent return on a broad equity index representing transaction costs--and that the elimination of these transaction costs implies that in the future the return to equity will be 5 percent. In addition, Siegel argues that broad market equity indexes now are more heavily-skewed towards fast-growth industries, and hence the strength in earnings growth in the years up to 1999 is likely to continue, necessitating a higher value of g in the present value calculation above. For example, simply lowering r to 5 percent would lower the earnings-price ratio to 5. Glassman and Hassett (1999) have gone considerably farther and argued that the large equity premium observed historically reflected unwarranted pessimism regarding the riskiness of stocks and that the equity premium has dropped below historical averages. The real return to commercial paper over 1948-1995 averaged about 2.1 percent, nearly 7 percentage points below the return to equity. It is well-known that considerable effort and modifications of typical assetpricing models are required to generate such a large equity premium (Cochrane (1997) ), leading
Glassman and Hassett to conclude that perhaps such a large premium will not be required in the future. While their presentation is somewhat stylistic and geared towards a general audience, more academic commentaries have presented similar musings -albeit less forcefully (such as
Cochrane (1997) and Heaton and Lucas (1999) ).
In a model very similar to that presented below, McGrattan and Prescott (2001) also argue that financial markets have not overvalued US firms. Their presentation relies on a standard stochastic growth model whose primary difference from the model herein is its failure to match the historical equity premium (a well-known failure of such models since Mehra and Prescott (1985) ). The results in their paper are more similar than different to those herein, despite these authors' different presentation. In particular, while McGrattan and Prescott deviate from the presentation below in some details, their primary conclusion is that the market value of firms should reflect the value of firms' productive assets. The level of these productive assets is a decreasing function of the required return to equity (among other factors). Since the required return to equity implied by their model lies far below the historical average return, the justified stock of productive assets and the justified market value of firms should both be about twice the value of GDP, and this is the value they report for the late 1990s. Hence, the stock market is not overvalued. Implicit in this analysis is the conclusion that the stock market has been undervalued for nearly every period in US history prior to the late 1990s. 7 In contrast, the analysis below takes as given the historical relationships observed between the market value of firms and other economic variables and explores whether the changes in conditions typically appealed to as justifications for higher market values can justify a stock market run-up.
McGrattan and Prescott do not consider what changes in the economy could generate the equity performance of the 1990s.
A General-equilibrium Model
A representative agent, dynamic general-equilibrium model provides a simple framework within which one can examine the impact of fundamentals on a broad range of economic 7 McGrattan and Prescott's analysis assumes that the ratio of the market value of firms to the value of their productive assets -Tobin's Q -should equal one. While their construction of Q differs from that in figure 2, its time series movements and relationship between current values and historical averages are similar. And McGrattan and Prescott's assertion that financial markets are not overvalued in 2000 implies that the earlier period was one of persistent undervaluation. Historically, Q has typically been much less than one -a fact that might be explained by other factors, including features of the tax code (e.g., the investment tax credit could not be used for purchases of used capital, depreciation schedules for tax purposes treat new and used capital differently). It is also important to note that average Q has fluctuated significantly about its long-run average, and in some periods (e.g., the 1970s) average Q has fallen significantly for reasons that economic models have difficulty explaining (reflecting perhaps the obverse of the factors operating in the 1990s).
variables -including the market value of firms, investment, output and the capital stock. The framework adopted below differs from most macroeconomic analyses by adopting preferences that are not separable across states of nature; this specification (non-expected utility) -following Epstein and Zin (1989) and Weil (1990) -allows a separation between risk aversion and intertemporal substitution and hence can better match asset-pricing regularities. The specification and solution of the model with these preferences may be unfamiliar to some and may be of independent interest. The determination of asset prices in the model will be familiar (e.g., Campbell, Lo and MacKinlay (1997) or Cochrane (2000)). The key insights provide by the model relate to the general-equilibrium determination of consumption, investment and dividends.
Consumer Preferences
The representative consumer's preferences (U) are defined recursively by
where E{} is the mathematical expectations operator, C represents consumption, and the remaining symbols represent parameters of the utility function. This recursive definition of preferences allows for a separation of the intertemporal elasticity of substitution (which equals one in equation 1) and the coefficient of relative risk aversion (χ) as in Epstein and Zin (1989) and Weil (1990) . When χ equals one, the recursion in equation 1 collapses to the standard expected utility case, in which the coefficient of relative risk aversion equals the inverse of the intertemporal elasticity of substitution (i.e., one); when χ differs from one, the recursion in equation 1 implies that preferences are not separable across states, and the coefficient of relative risk aversion differs from the inverse of the intertemporal elasticity of substitution. Notably, χ greater than one implies that consumers are more risk averse than under expected utility.
Production Technology
Firms produce output (Y) with capital (K). The production function is the familiar AK production function used in simple endogenous growth models
In equation 2, A is an exogenous productivity parameter, whose stochastic properties will be discussed below. This production function, while quite special in not possessing even short-run decreasing returns to capital, generates particularly simple solutions for quantity and asset price fluctuations and has the property that economic growth will occur endogenously when capital accumulation is permitted. A production function with decreasing returns to capital yields the same results for the questions of interest as the AK production function. 8 
Resource Constraints
The resource constraints in the economy are relatively standard. Production equals consumption plus investment ,
The capital accumulation constraint allows for adjustment costs associated with the installation of capital.
9 Adjustment costs drive a wedge between the value of the capital stock owned by firms and the market value of firms -reflecting the scarcity value attached to installed capital when capital installation is costly. 10 Moreover, the model with very high adjustment costs will be equivalent to a model without capital accumulation, as in the Lucas (1978) endowment economy.
A general specification of adjustment costs is that of Lucas and Prescott (1971) , who consider a capital accumulation equation of the form 8 It is simple to show that, in the model below with adjustment costs to investment, modifying the production function to
1 would leave all the basic results unchanged. Kiley (2001a) presents an analysis of different issues using this alternative production function and contains the solution formulas that can be applied to the questions addressed herein. More broadly, previous work with stochastic growth models (e.g., Tallarini (2000)) or work building off the analysis herein (e.g., Lafourcade (2001) ) indicates that the qualitative results herein are fairly general, although some modifications of the competitive model herein may slightly alter the results. See the summary for suggestions on how model modifications may help general-equilibrium models better explain equity price developments in the late 1990s. 9 Such adjustment costs are standard in investment models (e.g., Lucas (1967) , Hayashi (1982) ). 10 Such a wedge is potentially important for the questions at hand, as an increase in this wedge could explain a run-up in the market value of firms relative to the replacement value of their capital stock as shown in figure 2. Abel (2000) also emphasizes this distinction. [1], using standard notation for an inverse function). In order to obtain closed-form solutions, two (mutually exclusive and convenient) forms of the installation function are assumed
These functions satisfy the properties assumed for J [.] . In equation 5a, adjustment costs equal zero (i.e., 5a is the standard accumulation identity) and δ corresponds to the depreciation rate. In equation 5b, adjustment costs are important (i.e., J[.] is strictly concave) and the degree of adjustment costs is determined by the parameter d. (In particular, it will be an implication of the first-order condition for investment derived below that the elasticity of investment with respect to Tobin's Q equals 1/ (1-d) ). Note that the definition of the depreciation rate combined with 5b implies that the specification with adjustment costs assumes full depreciation. A spate of recent work has adopted equation 5b because this form is known to deliver closed-form solutions (e.g., Basu (1987) and Hercowitz and Sampson (1991) ) and captures investment adjustment costs, thereby allowing for fluctuations in Tobin's Q away from one in model simulations (e.g., Abel (2000)). 
The Competitive Equilibrium
The competitive equilibrium of the economy can most easily be found by considering a social planner's problem (as is often the case, e.g. Sargent (1987) ). The competitive allocation of consumption and investment is the solution of a benevolent social planner's maximization of utility -equation 1 -subject to the technological and resource constraints -equations 2 to 5.
The first-order conditions for consumption, investment and next period's capital stock are . In this case, the production function must be a constant-elasticity of substitution function of capital and labor and preferences must be of the expected-utility, constant-intertemporal-elasticity-of-substitution form, where the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor and the intertemporal elasticity of substitution must be linked to the adjustment cost parameter φ (this result is a trivial reformulation of one in Benhabib and Rustichini (1994) ). These solutions do not allow for non-expected utility and hence cannot plausibly entertain the changes in the equity premium discussed below. Nonetheless, the basic thrust of all the results herein are unchanged within this class of model. Moreover, the results would hold more broadly in stochastic growth models solved via numerical techniques both the marginal product of capital in production and the marginal product of investment in capital accumulation). This is the intertemporal condition for optimality.
Generally, the nonlinear equations that characterize the optimal allocation (equations 2 through 8) do not possess closed-form solutions; however, in the current case, the assumptions regarding functional forms yield a solution via what Long and Plosser (1983) term "dumb luck".
Dumb luck consists of a method of undetermined coefficients: guess a form of the decision rules for consumption and investment and verify that a solution of this form satisfies all the first-order conditions and constraints. By-products of this procedure are the decision rules in terms of the underlying parameters governing preferences and technology.
To implement this procedure, one needs good guesses for the decision rules. In the case without adjustment costs, such a guess is simple, as it is well known that, in similar problems where consumers only receive capital income, consumption will be proportional to the capital stock. In the case with adjustment costs, the contributions of Long and Plosser (1983) and Hercowitz and Sampson (1991) suggest that a good guess is that consumption and investment are a constant fraction of output. 12 Inserting these guesses into the first-order conditions and some algebra yield the solutions for both cases, shown in box 1.
(e.g., Tallarini (2000) ).
12 It would seem that, since the model with adjustment costs does not have labor income, that consumption should still be proportional to wealth in every period. In fact, as will be shown below, this remains true in the model with adjustment costs; the constant saving-rate consumption rule arises because investment is proportional to wealth in the Box 1 Solutions for Quantities in the Case Without Adjustment Costs
Solutions for Quantities in the Case With Adjustment Costs
These solutions have intuitive properties. For example, in the case without adjustment costs, a change in productivity (A) has a greater effect (in percentage terms) on investment -as capital is accumulated -than on consumption, leading to greater variability in investment than consumption for plausible specifications of the process governing A. In the case with adjustment costs, the frictions in capital installation lower the incentives to invest, and hence investment and consumption respond equally, in percentage terms, to any shift in A.
Moreover, since the solutions for investment and consumption are independent of risk aversion, the time path of all quantities is independent of risk aversion. Non-expected utility does not alter the business cycle or growth properties of the model at all, regardless of the degree of risk-aversion. This result will prove quite useful below in calibrating the model to match growth and asset-pricing regularities.
Asset Pricing
Non-state separable preferences (Epstein-Zin-Weil preferences) were first applied to asset-pricing issues, as a perusal of the references makes clear. The analytical characterization of quantity dynamics will allow a simple characterization of asset returns, which is crucial in any examination of movements in the market value of firms.
Following the usual practice (e.g., Campbell, Lo and MacKinlay (1997), Cochrane (2000)), assets can be priced with knowledge of a pricing kernel or stochastic discount factor M. Specifically, the return to an asset j is determined by the following equation In the expected utility case (χ equal to 1), equation 10 simplifies to the familiar log-utility case, where the stochastic discount factor is the discounted inverse of consumption growth.
First consider the implications of the model for the risk-free rate: rearranging equation 9
shows that the risk-free rate equals the inverse of the expected value of the stochastic discount factor:
To determine the expectation in equation 11, the stochastic process for productivity must be specified. Two different cases are considered, again corresponding to a case without adjustment costs of investment and a case with adjustment costs. In each of these cases, the process for A and the remaining parameters are chosen to yield an identical, random walk process for the loglevel of consumption in which the innovation has a normal distribution. It is easy to show that utility is distributed normally when the log of consumption has a normal distribution and find the expectations in equations 9 to 11.
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To derive the return to equity (i.e., the return to a claim to capital), consider a decentralized version of the model in which firms undertake investment, and issue shares to finance this investment. For simplicity, there is one share that is traded as a claim to the economy's capital stock, with value V t at the end of period t (following the payment of dividends, so V t is the ex-dividend price of the share). The return to an investment in this share is (V t+1 + D t+1 )/V t , where D represents the dividend payment (which in turn equals the firm's revenue minus investment, Y-I). Using standard arguments, the value of the share will equal the value of the capital stock in terms of consumption. In the model without adjustment costs, the 13 It is clear from assumptions I.d and II.d in box 2 and the formulas in box 1 that the natural logarithm of consumption is normally distributed. To confirm that utility is then normally distributed, examine equation 1; as the log of consumption is the only stochastic term, utility is normally distributed. With this knowledge (and the fact that E{e x } equals e m+0.5s when x is normally distributed with mean m and variance s), a method of undetermined coefficients can be trivially applied to equation 1 to find the stochastic process governing utility. Kiley (2001a) relative price of capital (in terms of consumption, Tobin's Q) is always one. In the model with adjustment costs, the price of investment in terms of consumption is one, but the capital adjustment costs implied by equation 5b mean that the price of capital in terms of consumption (Tobin's Q) will differ from one and equals The properties of these asset returns are reasonable: the risk-free rate is decreasing in risk aversion -as investors who are more risk averse are willing to pay more for the safety of a riskfree real return -and the equity premium is increasing in risk aversion. Importantly, the return to equity is independent of risk aversion; this return is determined by the discounted value of dividends, and risk aversion only affects the risk-free rate. The ability of the model to match the equity premium through high degrees of risk aversion without altering the dynamic properties of quantity variables will prove very useful in calibrating the model to match both consumption dynamics and asset returns. In particular, business cycle modelers consider high degrees of risk aversion implausible because a high degree of risk aversion would lead to a strong consumption smoothing motive when risk aversion and intertemporal substitution are tightly linked (as in Rouwenhorst (1995) or Jermann (1998) ). In the model of this paper, such strong consumption smoothing motives do not arise because risk aversion and intertemporal substitution are 14 In any event, most explanations of the equity premium require high degrees of risk aversion (Campbell, Lo and MacKinlay (1997) , Cochrane (2000) ), and most of the studies cited by these authors do not go as far as the model herein by considering the joint behavior of consumption and asset returns driven by some exogenous shock process. Moreover, by separating intertemporal substitution and risk aversion, the model herein does not encounter any problems matching both the equity premium and the risk-free rate for plausible discount factors (a problem common to other models (Weil (1989), Campbell, Lo and MacKinlay (1997) )).
The Lucas Endowment Model
An important special case of the model will be when capital is fixed, which is the model with adjustment costs that are arbitrarily large (the case b, d equal to zero case). In this case, normalize the constant capital stock to one, so that consumption simply equals the productivity process (A). Choosing this productivity process to match the consumption process in the other versions of the model (given in box 2) yields identical processes for consumption and asset returns across models. However, in this case the price of the equity claim equals (β/(1-β))C t .
This model is the Lucas (1978) asset-pricing model under the utility specification (equation 1). Note that the solutions for the price of equity and return to equity are the same as the solution under log-utility (e.g., Sargent (1987) , p.96), but the risk-free rate is different when the coefficient of relative risk aversion differs from one.
Calibration
The closed-form solutions will allow for analytic results, but parameter values are also assigned to gain some insight into the quantitative nature of the predictions. Over the period, the average change in the log of non-durable and services consumption (1996 chainweighted prices) was 0.032 (g) and the variance of this change was 0.00015 (σ 2 ). Given these parameter values and a historical (gross) real return to equity of 1.086, the formula for the return to equity in box 2 implies that the discount factor (β) must equal 0.9508. The historical real riskfree return has averaged 1.021, implying an equity premium of 0.062 (in log terms) and a coefficient of relative risk aversion (χ) of 411. This is very large, but does not have the 14 Tallarini (2000) shows, through a range of numerical simulations, near independence of quantity fluctuations from risk aversion in a related model that must be solved using the numerical discounted linear exponential quadratic implications that lead macroeconomists to dismiss large degrees of risk aversion in the current model, as discussed above. The parameters governing capital accumulation (δ and d) are set so that the ratio of the market value of firms to business investment roughly matches the average over 1948-1995 (9.35) , implying that δ equals 0.078 and d equals 0.107. 15 These values are plausible values for the depreciation rate and the elasticity of the investment-to-capital ratio with respect to Tobin's Q (1/(1-d)=1.12), although the latter is a bit higher than some estimates in the literature.
The Implications of Shifts in Preferences or Technology
Given the various versions of the model and the calibrated parameter values reported above, the implications of shifts in preferences (changes in risk aversion and time preference) and shifts in technology (average growth rate and the variance of growth innovations) can be analyzed. These types of parameter shifts are considered because most discussions of the run-up in equity values in recent years either explicitly (e.g., Heaton and Lucas (1999) ) or implicitly (e.g., Glassman and Hassett (1999) ) appeal to similar factors.
Shifts in Preferences
First consider the implications of shifts in preferences. For example, discussions that suggest that the run-up in equity values in recent years stems from declines in the required return to equity are potentially consistent with a decrease in risk aversion or a decrease in the discount rate. In the Gordon growth model, a lower value of the required return to equity generates a runup in the ratio of equity value to dividends (which equals 1/(r-g), where r is the return to equity) and earnings; such a run-up occurred in the 1990s (as shown in figure 1), and this type of reasoning appears to be standard practice.
Turning to the implications of the model, table 1 reports the effects of shifts in preferences for three cases -the Lucas endowment model, the model without adjustment costs and the model with adjustment costs. The top panel reports the impact of lower risk aversion: a higher risk-free rate and a lower equity premium across the board. In fact, if one entertained gaussian control techniques of Hansen and Sargent (1995) 15 The ratio of the market value of firms to investment equals Q t K t+1 /I t in both models (with and without adjustment costs). Using the capital accumulation equations and the definition of Q, this ratio equals e g /(e g -1+ δ) in case a and 1/d in case b. large shifts in risk aversion, the equity premium could be lowered dramatically. However, the lower equity premium stems entirely from the higher risk-free rate. The return to equity, the ratio of the market value of firms to output (V/Y) and the dividend-price ratio (D/Y) are unchanged.
In this model, the return to a claim to consumption in the future depends on intertemporal substitution, not risk aversion.
The results are identical for this shift in all three models. Lower risk aversion and a lower equity premium need not lead to a run-up in the market value of firms, as the lower equity premium can arise from an increase in the risk-free rate. This result stands in sharp contrast to the standard discussion, which observes that the historical return to equity has been higher than would be justified if risk-aversion is low and attributes the run-up in equity values to a fading of the equity premium. The model herein clearly illustrates that such a fading may have no effect on equity valuations, as it could occur through an increase in the risk-free rate.
The lower panel reports the effect of a lower discount rate -accompanied by an appropriate adjustment to technology (A) to leave growth unaltered. Under this shift, the economy moves to lower risk-free and equity returns (with an unchanged equity premium) and experiences a run-up in market value relative to output (and a drop in the dividend-price ratio).
Note, however, that in the endowment economy the ratio of dividends to output remains constant, but in the production economies the ratio of dividends to output (D/Y) falls, as the ratio of investment to output (I/Y) rises. The decline in the ratio of dividends to output accompanying a decrease in the discount rate implies that the run-up in market value relative to output will be muted relative to the Gordon growth model effect or the effect in the endowment economy -a potentially quantitatively important result that is absent from models that abstract from capital accumulation. The rise in the ratio of investment to output reflects the increased saving that accompanies a lower discount rate, and increased savings/investment is a key driver in the increase in the market value of firms relative to output.
To summarize, a shift in preferences that lowers the required return to equity can lead to a run-up in the ratio of the market value of firms. However, lower risk aversion need not lower the required return to equity, and higher savings/investment is a key driver of the market value of firms in the models with capital accumulation.
Shifts in Technology
Now consider the effects of faster growth or a lower variance of productivity innovations.
The prospect of faster growth is often mentioned in discussions of the run-up in the market value of firms, in part because of the very good growth performance of the U.S. economy in the late 1990s. A lower variance may also be supported by recent data (as argued for some parts of GDP by McConnell and Perez-Quiros (2000)), or could be interpreted as a way to model increased portfolio diversification, as argued in Heaton and Lucas (1999) . If the lower variance decreased the required return to equity and/or faster growth boosted the growth rate, the run-up in market values relative to dividends predicted by the Gordon growth model would be substantial. Table 2 reports the implications of shifts in technology in the model for the three casesthe Lucas endowment model, the model without adjustment costs and the model with adjustment costs. The top panel reports the impact of a decline in aggregate variability. The risk-free return rises, the equity return falls, and the risk premium declines in all three cases. However, the decline in the equity return is not accompanied by a run-up in the market value of firms in any of the models. This is because the decline in the equity return solely reflects a Jensen's inequality effect; expected continuously-compounded returns to equity (E t ln(R t+1 e )) are unaffected, as are savings, investment, capital and market value. The decline in the equity premium does reflect the decrease in aggregate risk associated with lower aggregate variability and could be quantitatively substantial (a point examined below), but occurs through an increase in the riskfree rate and hence does not boost market value.
The lower panel reports the effects of faster growth. In each model faster growth raises the risk-free and equity return and leaves unchanged the equity premium. In the endowment economy, the increase in the required return to equity offsets the effect of faster growth on the present discounted value of dividends, and market value is unaffected by the shift. In the model with adjustment costs (case b), market value is similarly unaffected because the higher required return offsets the effect of faster growth; note also that savings and investment are unaffected by the faster pace of growth with adjustment costs because the incentive to lower savings in the face of a higher future consumption stream is offset by the effect of higher returns on savings. The lack of any effect of faster growth on savings is the key to the zero effect on market value, as market value is proportional to investment in the model with adjustment costs. This link between market value and investment in the general-equilibrium model is sensible, reflecting the Q-literature argument that high market value reflects good investment opportunities (although such arguments are often partial equilibrium in nature).
The model without adjustment costs contains an even more startling result: the market value of firms, relative to output, falls when the economy moves to a faster average growth rate.
In the model, faster growth spurs higher savings, higher investment and hence lower dividends.
The decline in the level of dividends and the increase in the required return to equity actual lead to a lower present discounted value of dividends relative to output (despite the faster growth in dividends) and a lower ratio of market value to output.
To summarize, lower aggregate variability lowers the equity premium, but has no effect on the ratio of the market value of firms to output or the dividend-price ratio. Similarly, faster growth prospects leave the market value to output ratio unchanged or lower, because of the negative effects that arise from higher required returns, an increase in investment and a lower dividend share of output.
Quantitative Example
The analysis above suggests that it will be quite difficult to generate a substantial run-up in the market value of firms in the models of this paper, relative to the results one might derive from the Gordon growth model, because of the links between saving, investment, dividends, asset returns, preferences and technology. Unlike in the Gordon growth model, the risk-free return and dividend share are not exogenous in general equilibrium. As an illustrative exercise, consider the effects of a number of quantitatively "plausible" shifts in technology and preferences. In particular, consider the effects of the following simultaneous changes:
A.
Lower aggregate volatility by 0.00008 (so that σ 2 equals 0.00007); the variance of innovations in non-durable and services consumption growth over 1985-1999 was 0.00007, and this change generates this lower value for consumption variability;
B.
Lower the discount rate to generate a return to equity of 0.04 -the value suggested by Glassman and Hassett, requiring β equal to 0.9928. In addition, the change in time preference is accompanied by a shift in technology that leaves growth unaltered.
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Note that, in the models used in this paper, only the discount rate change generates an increase in the ratio of the market value of firms to output or dividends, and this increase is larger than would be the case if growth were allowed to rise, because faster growth leaves unchanged or lowers the ratio of market value to output (table 2).
The effect of these changes in the Gordon growth model is simple to calculate: the new value of the dividend-price ratio is 0.008, and the new value of the earnings-price ratio is 0.04. If this value were extrapolated to recent experience, equities would be fairly valued, on average, over the recent time period -repeating a popular claim. The view from the general-equilibrium model is quite different. First consider expected returns: the return to equity equals 0.04 by construction, and the equity premium falls by more than half -to 0.029. This large decline in the equity premium reflects the large shift in aggregate risk associated with the stable macroeconomy over the last decade-and-a-half. As discussed above, the lower level of risk, by itself, generates the large drop in the equity premium under the changes outlined in A and B, but has no effect on the market value of firms.
Under the changes induced by A and B, the dividend-price ratio implied by the generalequilibrium models is the same as that in the Gordon growth model, but the run-up in the market value of firms that is generated by the burst of savings and investment is muted by the increase in investment; in simpler terms, the dividend-price ratio falls both because of an increase in market value and a decrease in dividends. Turning to the quantity implications of the shift in time preference, the ratio of market value to investment declines in the model without adjustment costs and is unchanged in the model with adjustment costs. As shown in figure 3 , the ratio of market value to investment or savings has skyrocketed since the mid-1990s, which is inconsistent with the models of this paper. 17 Similarly, figure 4 reveals that the share of business investment in business output is not high by historical standards currently (at least not beyond the range of 16 Given the formulas for g in case a and b in box 2, the changes in A a and A b that leave g unchanged for the new value of β are easy to compute. Note that values for A a and A b have not been discussed in the calibration section, as their sole effect is on average growth (g) and g is chosen directly. 17 All ratios involving series from the National Income and Product Accounts (NIPA) involve the nominal values of these series, as the market values are reported in nominal terms, and ratios of series from the NIPAs derived from chain-weighted series do not accurately reflect the changes in spending in these categories (reflecting the non-normal cyclical variation); in fact, the 2001 value equaled the average since 1948 and was below the average over more recent decades. Apparently, firms have not believed that investment in projects with low returns will be accepted by shareholders and have not increased investment strongly. Hence, the surge in the market value of firms in the late 1990s, while qualitatively consistent with the notion that the required return to equity has fallen, does not appear to be consistent with the implications of a typical general-equilibrium model when the implications outside of financial markets are considered.
These results are not sensitive to the assumption that the growth effects of a lower discount rate are offset by a shift in technology (A); as mentioned above, faster growth either lowers the ratio of market value to output or leaves this ratio unchanged and raises the investment share of output -implying once again that investment should increase more than market value following a fall in the discount rate.
Summary
The relationship between the market value of firms and fundamentals in a production economy is different than the relationship between the market value of firms and fundamentals in typical calculations using the Gordon growth model. Research using the this model has suggested that the recent surge in the market value of the business sector is not necessarily a signal of investor's "irrational exuberance", but rather reflects a decline in the equity premium and/or an increase in growth. Such claims are quite reasonable in the Gordon growth model. However, the Gordon model was meant to describe a relationship between a single firm's earnings, dividends and required returns, not the general-equilibrium determination of interest rates, investment and growth prospects.
Consideration of general-equilibrium effects overturns the intuition many glean from the Gordon growth model. The risk-free rate is not exogenous and hence changes in aggregate risk or investor's risk aversion that lower the equity premium need not lower equity returns; the models of this paper suggest that under sensible conditions the risk-free rate rises in response to such shifts. Factors that do lower the required return to equity spur saving and hence capital accumulation. The process of capital accumulation requires increased investment and hence additivity of chain-weighted series).
-25-greater retained earnings and lower dividends. Because of this process, the increase in the market value of firms stemming from a shift in the required return to equity in a production economy is lower than the increase in the Gordon model. And the market value of firms relative to investment/savings tends to fall -or at least not rise -in the models of this paper when required returns drop. The data clearly do not suggest that firms have been increasing investment in response to a shift to low required returns. Further, the model above illustrated how the links between growth, savings and investment imply that faster growth can actually lower the ratio of the market value of firms to output -a prediction of opposite sign from the Gordon growth model.
This discussion implies that the model of this paper fails to explain why the market value of firms rose so dramatically, relative to just about any imaginable gauge of fundamentals, in the late 1990s. This failure, while unsatisfying at some level, suggests a reorganization of thinking away from the simple Gordon growth model calculations that can be found in Heaton and Lucas (1999) or IMF (1999) . One approach may be to build other factors into the type of model presented above. For example, Lafourcade (2001) considers how imperfect competition may alter the results slightly. In particular, the presence of monopoly power drives a wedge between marginal and average Q (from Hayashi (1982) ), creating an avenue along which some of the results regarding how market values, dividends and investment respond to changes in fundamentals can differ from the competitive benchmark of this investigation. However, Lafourcade's conclusions are very similar, especially once firm entry is allowed to drive profits to zero in the long run (as in this case the long run effects are essentially those contained herein, and the short-run effects differ only marginally). An alternative route may be one mentioned (but not pursued) in McGrattan and Prescott (2001) , who suggest that technological changes that raise the capital intensity of production (perhaps including intangible capital) could be followed by a run-up in market values. To the extent such a shift benefits physical capital, a surge in physical investment may be expected, and many of the results of this paper regarding the generalequilibrium response of investment and dividends would apply. However, such a shift benefiting intangible capital may not have such clearly measurable consequences, and hence further investigations along the lines of Hall (2001) , Bonds and Cummins (2000) and Cummins (2002) -26-would prove informative. Finally, some very recent research has begun to explore whether capital market features that make financing costs lower during booms may better explain large fluctuations in equity market values (e.g., Caballero and Hammour (2002) and Jermann and Quadrini (2002) ).
As an alternative, perhaps the trail pursued in Shiller (2000) , who emphasizes psychological factors, will prove fruitful in explaining the rise in the market value of firms in the late 1990s. Such investigations should also focus on whether deviations of asset prices from fundamentals provide some opportunity for perceptive investors to make unusual returns, or whether the nature of such fluctuations makes such efforts only marginally profitable. 
